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Fiscal Impact Analysis Summary

The Champaign Unit 4 School District is currently considering options for the future of the two high schools, 
Central and Centennial. The district will likely remodel or rebuild one or both of the high schools. Many 
sites throughout the Champaign area have been suggested for a new school to replace Central, which lacks 
many on-site athletic facilities. 

The Fiscal Impact Analysis of the Central High School Relocation Study examines differences in up-
front capital expenses and long term costs, based on the high school site options. The study involved 
conversations with architects and engineers, construction cost estimation software, input from the City of 
Champaign and its utility providers, estimates from the District’s lawyer, and close coordination with the 
District’s chief financial officer. Estimates of capital and operating costs are ballpark approximations only, 
but they offer a metric of comparison. 

Executive Summary

Key Findings
• Some capital costs, such as the 

building and soft costs will not 
differ much between sites.

• Land acquisition and site 
preparation, utility connections, 
drainage structures, the type of 
athletic facilities and parking 
provided, improvements to 
roads near the sites, and fees and 
contingencies vary considerably 
from site to site (Table 1).  

• Higher capital costs lead to higher 
annual debt repayment costs for 
the first 15-20 years. 

• Sites with lower operations and 
maintenance and transportation costs are less expensive in the long run (after 25 years, see Figure 1). 

• A new school is a huge investment that will impact the District’s finances for many years into the future; 
all sites will likely have higher costs than the current facilities. 
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Figure 2: Cumulative Operational Spending Over 50 Years 
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Source: Operational cost estimates based on extrapolation of current operational 
costs to future conditions at each site. Assumes discount rate of 1.5 percent.  

Figure 1: Cumulative Operational Spending Over 50 Years

Table 1: Summary of capital development costs for high school sites

Cost South Fringe Solon Tract Country Fair
Northwest 

Fringe North Fringe
Land Acquistion 2,400,000$         4,000,000$          11,010,390$         2,800,000$         2,620,000$          
Demolition/Site Preparation 362,032$             482,709$             2,500,000$           422,371$            395,218$             
Water main access -$                     -$                      -$                       345,914$            21,311$               
Sewer hookup 1,089,671$         1,070,000$          1,070,000$           1,220,000$         1,117,561$          
Electricity/Gas access -$                     -$                      -$                       350,000$            -$                      
Drainage 38,125$               50,833$               25,416$                44,479$               40,031$               
Building 43,200,000$       43,200,000$        43,429,378$         43,200,000$       43,200,000$        
Athletic Facilities 10,113,537$       1,267,465$          1,267,465$           10,113,537$       10,113,537$        
Parking 2,900,000$         2,900,000$          1,125,000$           2,900,000$         2,900,000$          
Road improvements 9,613,654$         16,027,523$        15,695,503$         10,295,571$       4,946,918$          
Fixed soft costs 2,200,000$         2,200,000$          2,200,000$           2,200,000$         2,200,000$          
Fees and contingencies 10,806,138$       10,694,772$        11,799,089$         11,112,240$       10,129,959$        
Capital Cost Estimate 82,723,157$       81,893,302$        90,122,241$         85,004,111$       77,684,535$        
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Solon Tract
The Solon Tract is located between Duncan and Interstate 57 on Kirby and is 80 acres. The capital cost 
would be approximately $82 million. Land acquisition and site preparation costs would be slightly higher 
than fringe sites because land values within developed areas are generally higher. The site already has 
access to gas, water, and sewer lines. Drainage costs would be somewhat higher than other sites because 
of the large size of the site. The cost of the building will be similar to most other sites. The site could 
accommodate all athletic facilities and parking, but the District could choose to continue to share some 
facilities with Centennial to save money as the two are less than a mile apart. An additional $9 million 
would be needed to provide a swimming facility, tennis courts, and a football and track stadium onsite. 
Approximately $16 million of the cost would be needed for road improvements. Fees and contingencies 
would be moderate compared to other sites.

Long term operational costs for the Solon site would be higher than other sites. Operations and 
maintenance and debt burden would be higher than other sites and transportation costs would be 
moderate. The future tax rate increase would be greater than for other sites. Approximately $8.0 million 
would be needed for the annual operations of the site, dropping to $2.0 million after debt is eliminated.  
Total cumulative spending after 50 years is the highest for this site and would be approximately $176 
million. 

Country Fair
The 40 acre Country Fair site is located on Springfield between Country Fair Drive and Mattis Avenue. 
The total capital cost is approximately $90 million. While the site is much smaller than other options, land 
acquisition and site preparation costs would be much higher than other sites due to eminent domain risks, 
the need to demolish existing buildings, and the value of the properties in their current uses. The site has 
access to gas, water, and sewer lines and would have low drainage costs with the smaller area. The cost 
of the building might be slightly higher (0.5 percent) than other sites because it would likely be built to 
three or four stories to conserve space. It might be a challenge to locate all athletic facilities onsite, but the 
District could choose to continue to share some facilities with Centennial, which is only one-half mile away, 
at a savings of approximately $9 million. A lesser amount of parking would likely be provided. The character 
of the roads around the site is not suited to pedestrian and bicycle activity, thus approximately $15.7 million 
of the cost might be dedicated to road and intersection improvements. Fees and contingencies would be 
higher for the Country Fair site because the overall cost is higher. 

Site Analyses
South Fringe
The two south fringe sites are along First Street, either at Windsor or Curtis and both are 60 acres. The 
total capital costs for these sites are approximately $83 million. Land acquisition and site preparation costs 
will likely be fairly low. Both sites have access to water and gas but would require boring for sewer access. 
Drainage costs are moderate. The cost of the building will be similar to most other sites. All athletic facilities 
and plenty of parking could be included onsite at similar cost to other sites.  Approximately $9.5 million of 
the cost would be necessary for road improvements. Fees and contingencies would be fairly low due to the 
overall low project cost. 

In the long term, the south fringe sites would have average operational impact. Operations and maintenance 
costs and debt burden would be low compared to other sites, but transportation costs would likely be 
higher. The future tax rate would increase moderately compared to other sites. The total additional 
funds in 2012 dollars for annual operations over the life of the bond issue would be approximately $7.5 
million, dropping to $1.4 million after debt is paid off. Total cumulative spending after 50 years would be 
approximately $156 million. 
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Holly Nelson, a 2004 Central alum and masters student in the Department of Urban and Regional Planning 
at the University of Illinois, is the author of the Central High School Relocation Study. Professors Daniel 
Schneider and Mary Edwards reviewed the study and provided feedback. Additional data were provided by 
staff at the Champaign Unit 4 School District. 

For more information, visit http://centralrelocationstudy.wordpress.com

About the Study

The northwest fringe sites are located near the intersection of Cardinal and Duncan and are 70 acres. The 
capital cost for these sites would likely be approximately $85 million. Land acquisition and site preparation 
costs are slightly higher than other fringe sites, but only because the acreage is relatively greater. The sites 
do not have access to gas, water, or sewers, thus almost $2 million would be needed to provide necessary 
services to the site. The cost of the building and drainage features would be similar to other sites. Parking 
and all athletic facilities could be provided onsite, at similar cost to other fringe sites. Approximately $10 
million of the cost would be needed to improve roads near the site. Fees and contingencies would be 
moderate. 

The operational impact for the northwest fringe sites would be somewhat higher than other sites because 
operations and maintenance costs and debt burden are moderate and transportation costs are higher. The 
future tax rate increase would be high compared to other sites. Annual operations would cost about $8.0 
million and would drop to $1.8 million when bonds have been repaid. Total cumulative spending after 50 
years would be approximately $172 million. 

North Fringe
The 60 to 72 acre north fringe sites are located along Olympian Drive near Prospect, Neil (extended), and 
Market. Capital costs range from $77 to $78 million for these sites. Land acquisition and site preparation 
costs are similar to other fringe sites (varying with the site acreages). All sites have access to gas, but the 
Lange, Faucett, and Lo tracts would need water and sewer line improvements. The drainage and building 
costs are average at all north fringe sites. Parking and athletic facilities would easily fit onsite, with similar 
costs to other fringe sites. The portion of the cost allocated for road improvements would range from $4.5 
to $6 million. Fees and contingencies would be fairly low at these sites as the total costs are lower. 

North fringe sites would generally have a lower operational impact than other sites. Operations and 
maintenance costs are moderate, debt burden is low, and transportation costs are higher. Compared to 
other sites, the future tax rate increase is moderate. Additional costs to operate the north fringe sites 
would be approximately $7.1 to $7.5 million and would be about $1.4 to $1.8 after debt repayment. Total 
cumulative spending after 50 years would be approximately $157 million. 

Northwest Fringe

Country Fair would have a moderate long term operational impact. Operations and maintenance and 
transportation costs would be lower than other sites but debt burden would be somewhat higher. The 
future tax rate increase would be similar to other sites. The District would spend about $7.2 million for 
annual operations of the site, but costs would drop to only $0.4 million after paying back the debt. Total 
cumulative spending after 50 years would be the lowest for this site and would be approximately $131 
million. 


